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Abstra t

APPLICATION

In this paper, we argue for a new approa h to reliable
transport proto ols in whi h onne tions are established
between endpoints in a generi
ontent-based network.
In su h a network, endpoints are named by ontent and
mapped to host addresses using a ontent-based lo ation
and routing s heme.

Content
Based
Network

We identify two key design prin iples for autonomous proto ols: (i) an endpoint name spa e de oupled from the network host address spa e and (ii) relaxed end-to-end semanti s, whi h allows intermediate
nodes in the network to be dynami ally involved in
the transport. We use these prin iples to propose a
transport proto ol with dynami onne tion splitting for
reliable ommuni ation in ontent-based networks.
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Autonomous transport layer proto ols de ouple ommuni ation endpoints from the network addressing and
routing, therefore they are parti ularly suitable for
handling endpoint mobility.
They an be deployed
in a wide range of ar hite tures, from networks of
embedded systems or sensors to overlay networks over
the Internet.

Figure 1:

Mapping of a
host network.

ontent-based network into a

development of overlay networks with dis overy and
routing infrastru tures over IP [21, 17, 25, 18℄.
In the following, we use the term ontent-based
network (CBN) to designate an endpoint name spa e E
(e.g., de ned by properties, attributes or ontent), in
whi h lo ation and routing operations are de ned. A
ontent-based network is mapped into an underlying
host network H by the appli ation that builds the
CBN (Figure 1). This mapping an be dynami as
ontent an move or disappear from a host. Examples
of CBNs and their appli ations are: (i) E an be a set
of geographi regions and H a set of ars (with network
onne tivity) rossing these regions while moving on
a highway. Cars passing through a region re eive
information, e.g., traÆ advisories. (ii) E is a set of
unique user identi ers in an appli ation and H a set of
hosts in the Internet. A user may move between hosts
while data is ontinuously being delivered to him.
Traditional transport proto ols originally designed
for the Internet are not suitable for CBNs due to the

1 Introdu tion
There is an in reasing gap between the traditional
transport proto ols designed for the Internet-based
ommuni ation and the hara teristi s of emerging
non onventional network ar hite tures and networking
appli ations. Re ent te hnology advan es allow building networks of small devi es with powerful omputing
and ommuni ation apabilities. Notable examples
whi h have stimulated resear h in the re ent past are
ad ho networks of mobile omputing devi es, networks
of embedded systems, and sensor networks [13, 10, 16℄
Another example is the re ent explosion in peerto-peer omputing over the Internet leading to the
 This
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mismat h between the logi al naming of the ommuniation endpoints spe i to CBNs and the endpoint
naming s hemes that these proto ols support. The
former de ne appli ation-spe i names for endpoints,
while the latter use host addresses. As a result, a
traditional transport proto ol like TCP [15℄ redu es the
onne tion between appli ation-de ned endpoints to a
onne tion between the hosts on whi h the appli ation
exe utes. This works if the endpoint-to-host binding
is permanent or if at least does not hange during
onne tion lifetime. In ase the mapping hanges,
for example due to the host moving and atta hing to
another point in the network, the onne tion is hard
to maintain. A large body of resear h exists that
addresses this problem by adapting existing transport
proto ols to host mobility [2, 5, 24, 19℄.
We advo ate a transport proto ol whi h preserves
and exploits the independen e of the endpoint name
spa e, as provided by the CBN, from the host address
name spa e. We all the lass of su h proto ols autonomous transport proto ols (ATP). In an autonomous
proto ol, mobility an be trivially supported as the
onne tion ontinues to exist between the attributenamed endpoints regardless of the hosts on whi h they
reside.
There are two important hara teristi s of ATPs
over a CBN. First, in order to ensure autonomy of
the transport proto ol from the network address spa e,
routing must be performed ex lusively in the ontentbased network. If routing were to be done towards
hosts where endpoints reside, this means that a spe i
destination host has to be lo ated in the underlying
network at the time a onne tion is set up. This would
result in the onne tion being bound to spe i hosts
throughout its lifetime.
Se ond, nodes in a CBN may a t as both routers
and hosts where appli ation exe utes. This enables
nodes in the network to parti ipate in the transport
proto ol, e.g., nodes an temporarily bu er data and
be ome responsible for its delivery. The me hanism
we propose to support this behavior is to dynami ally
split a transport onne tion. Be ause the split takes
pla e in the endpoint spa e of the CBN, the temporary
intermediate bu ers an be named using the same
ontent-based addressing s heme. In this way, splitting
a onne tion naturally amounts to nodes in the network o asionally pier ing into the transport layer and
assuming transport fun tionality for that onne tion.
Conne tion split in a CBN provides a lean solution
to handling of endpoint mobility and to lo alized re overy from failures. We believe that end-to-end me hanisms at the transport layer fail to apture and exploit
the essen e of CBNs and do not properly address
their intended use and appli ations. In ontrast, the
relaxed end-to-end semanti s introdu ed by onne tion
splitting allows the proto ol to use knowledge about

the CBN for performan e improvements. For example,
a split for lo alized re overy might be useful where endto-end me hanisms for error re overy would be too expensive, e.g., by avoiding a sour e-based retransmission
that onsumes resour es at intermediate nodes (power,
bandwidth). Several mobile TCP s hemes [2, 24℄,
have also suggested a similar approa h, trading endto-end semanti s for better performan e over a hybrid
wired/wireless network. However, they are limited to
one permanent, stati split, at the boundary of the
wired network.
The remainder of the paper is stru tured as follows.
We start with two motivating examples in Se tion
2. Se tion 3 presents the ATP model. Se tion 4
presents design guidelines for ATP proto ols. Se tion 5
summarizes related work. Finally, Se tion 6 on ludes
the paper.

2

Examples

Consider the following example of a ontent-based
network where there is a need for reliable transport
proto ols: Suppose that ea h user in a orporation is
assigned a badge, whi h be omes her identity. This
identity is unique throughout the orporation and
allows her to a ess a variety of omputing resour es
ranging from her desktop to a smart board. Suppose
two users, let us all them Ali e and Betty, start a
onversation. To initiate a onne tion, Ali e starts
her hat appli ation and onne ts to Betty. Note
that both Ali e and Betty are unique identi ers in
the endpoint name spa e E of a CBN. The omputers
they are urrently using have a host identi er whi h is
mapped to the endpoints (user identities) by the hat
appli ation.
After establishing a onne tion, Ali e and Betty
ex hange data reliably. Suppose that after a while
Betty needs to move and starts using a handheld
devi e whi h, through an intera tion with her badge,
automati ally a quires her identity in the CBN. Sin e
the onne tion was set up between users Ali e and
Betty, not between the ma hines they are using, it
is not broken. The CBN redis overs Betty (now on
her handheld) and resumes the transfer of data. The
ommuni ation appli ation dis overs and sets up the
routing paths for the endpoints in the CBN, this time
to di erent hosts in the underlying network.
The above example illustrates a simple s enario with
a CBN. This network de ouples its endpoint name
spa e from the underlying host name spa e. The
appli ation provides the mapping between the two
name spa es as well as routing and lookup in the CBN.
Another s enario for reliable transport proto ols is in
a geographi al CBN over an ad ho network of ars on
a highway. In this ase, the CBN de nes endpoints as
2
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array variables to des ribe a generi endpoint name
spa e, and assignments between these variables to
des ribe data transfers. In this model, arrays a[℄ and
b[℄ designate the ontent itself, and the array names a; b
are the endpoint names in the CBN. For example, in
the ar example in Se tion 2 the endpoint a represents
information available at Mile Y (e.g., a ontinuous
stream of updates on traÆ onditions, or a video
stream of the highway aptured lo ally) while b is
the target endpoint for this information represented
by Mile X . At di erent moments in time, a and b,
respe tively, may be mapped to di erent ars moving
through the two lo ations.
In the CBN, an ATP is responsible for reliable
delivery of data between endpoints, whi h an be
expressed as an assignment b[℄ = a[℄ (for simpli ity,
throughout this se tion we onsider unidire tional
transport transfers). In other words, the ATP performs
b[0℄ = a[0℄, b[1℄ = a[1℄, et ., regardless of the lo ation
of a and b. Figure 2 shows a transfer over a CBN built
as an Internet overlay.
In the following we assume that appli ation-de ned
endpoints an be hosted anywhere in the network
and are unique. In parti ular, if b[℄ is hosted by
node H2 and a[℄ by node H1 and if the endpoints
never move, the ATP redu es to a regular TCP to
establish a onne tion between H1 and H2 and transfer
a into b (Figure 3). However, be ause our ATP model
de nes ommuni ation in terms of ontent names and
not network hosts, the ontent an move ( hange
hosts in our example) during onne tion lifetime as
the onne tion endpoints do not hange their identity
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4: ATP enables endpoint migration a ross nodes
during onne tion lifetime.
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milestones on the highway, whi h an be subsequently
mapped to ars driving lose to that milestone.
In su h a network, we an de ne an appli ation
that allows ars to ollaborate in order to ex hange a
ontinuous stream of updates on road onditions. For
instan e, a ar A lo ated at mile X may want to nd
out what are the road onditions at mile Y . To do this,
its ollaborative appli ation will request a onne tion
with mile Y . A ar B in that target area may a ept
the onne tion. Subsequently, data a quired by ar B
will ow to ar A. On e the transfer is ompleted, ar
A an hand over the already established onne tion to
another ar C whi h approa hes mile X . Car B an do
the same for a ar D lose to mile Y . Now, ar C and
D
an exe ute the same appli ation (or ontinue it),
without paying the ost of onne tion establishment.
In this way, what we a hieve is in fa t a onne tion
between mile X and mile Y that an exist as long as
there are hosts interested in this onne tion around
mile X and mile Y .

3 The ATP Model

3.1

To understand the ATP, we use a simple model to
des ribe the endpoint name spa e of a CBN and the
data transfers between endpoints. In essen e, we use

To perform reliable ommuni ation over a CBN, an
ATP will eventually use the underlying network. In
order to do so the ATP must map endpoints de ned
3
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Here, next hop nds a next hop on route from a to b
in the CBN and ontent is forwarded to that hop until
the target endpoint is mat hed.
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3.2

Dynami ally Split Conne tion

Consider for example a s enario where an intermediate
node N on the urrent path used for reliable transport
from sour e endpoint S to destination endpoint D is
not able to forward a pa ket towards D due to a
next-hop link failure. The normal behavior of N in
a traditional \network layer" would be to drop the
pa ket and possibly reply ba k with a ontrol pa ket
to the originating host. The sour e would timeout
and retransmit, in the hope that the error is transient
and the route would eventually ome ba k up. If
this is not the ase, the onne tion is dropped after
a number of retransmissions. Some proto ols like
TCP make an attempt to dis over a new route after a
few retransmissions, but this is still a sender end-host
operation. Su h a route repair blindly triggered by a
sour e may result in ooding the network with useless
ommuni ation for dis overing a new route. The reason
is that the end host rea ts inadvertently to a problem
somewhere deep in the network, while it would make
more sense instead for the repair to be lo alized, lose
to the pla e where the trouble o urred.
Situations like this suggest that the transport proto ol may bene t from augmenting intermediate nodes
with transport fun tionality. In the above example,
instead of dropping the pa ket, N may bu er it while
taking orre tive a tion to dis over a new route towards
destination, instead of leaving this operation to the
sour e.

onne tion at

by the appli ation into hosts where they reside using
the CBN servi es for lo ation and routing.
To establish a onne tion between a and b the ATP
will rst register the endpoints a and b with the CBN.
This allows the endpoints to be lo ated and pa kets to
be routed to them in the CBN. A onne tion request
is then routed to the host H2 , where b is lo ated, and
an a ept for it is routed ba k to a's host, H1 . After
the onne tion is set up, ATP performs an b[℄ = a[℄
transfer by sending data and ACKs between a and b
through the CBN.
For this transfer, the resolution of an endpoint name
into a node an be either eager or lazy. With eager
resolution, the mapping of the destination endpoint
to a host is performed on e for every send(a,b)
operation. In our example, a send(a,b) operation
would mean that b's destination node address is found
rst, then data is sent to that node. At the destination,
sending an ACK ba k to a requires lo ating a's node,
then sending the ACK to it. A send(a,b) operation
an be formally des ribed in this ase as:
M=lo ate(b)
send(a,M)

3.2.1

Here, lo ate uses the lo ation servi e of the CBN
to map the endpoint in the underlying network.
In the eager resolution s heme, pa kets between
endpoints will be routed over the underlying network.
This restri ts endpoint mobility during the transfer:
if b hanges lo ation after a send was issued from a,
data may not rea h it. This problem is solved if lazy
resolution is used instead.
With lazy resolution, the mapping of the destination
endpoint to a host is performed through routing from a
to b in the CBN. In this ase, the send(a,b) operation
an be formally des ribed as:

Split Transport Model

With an ATP, a onne tion an be dynami ally split
in the CBN by reating new intermediate endpoints
and using them to break the original onne tion in
multiple onne tions. The intermediate endpoints are
subsequently registered in the same CBN.
In our example (Figure 5), suppose an endpoint a1
is reated on an intermediate node (a ording to some
poli y) for splitting the transfer b[℄ = a[℄.
This an be des ribed by the following pseudo- ode
(note that in this high-level des ription we ignore
details of ontent fragmentation into proto ol data
units):
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throughout the CBN. In fa t, intermediate endpoints
need only be advertised on a forward segment after a
split-up. This will set up reverse path routes for routing
ACKs from the next endpoint.
However, if an ACK annot be routed ba k to the intermediate node due to network hanges (e.g., endpoint
mobility), then it will be dropped and a retransmission
will take pla e from the sour e, ausing a new route
to be dis overed. An alternate solution is for the ACK
to dis over a route before the retransmission timeout
expires.

a1[℄=a[℄
a k(a)
register(a1)
onne t(b)
send(a1,b)

The above pseudo- ode lists the steps that a node on
the route from a to b takes when de iding to parti ipate
in the transfer. It rst reates a new endpoint identi er
a1 to name temporarily bu ered
ontent. Next, it
starts bu ering the data and a knowledges it ba k to
the a endpoint. The a k(a) statement marks the a tual moment the onne tion is split: by a knowledging
the ontent, the new node ommits itself to reliable
delivery of a's ontent to b. The sour e a would a ept
the ACK and dis ard the orresponding data.
On the forward path (towards b), b must be able
to lo ate the new endpoint to send ACKs to it. For
this, the new node must register itself as the a1
endpoint. It will next onne t to b using the normal
onne tion establishment pro edure, and ontinue with
the transfer of its ontent a1 [℄ to b. The registration
of a1 ensures that ACKs from b will be properly
routed towards it. The intermediate endpoint in a split
onne tion an later swit h ba k to simple forwarding
when it de ides to give up its transport fun tions for a
onne tion.
Conne tion splitting an be performed repeatedly on
any segment of the (now) split onne tion. This results
in multiple intermediate endpoints a1 ; a2 ; a3 , et ., if
needed (e.g., for lo alized re overy) for delivery of the
original ontent. The invariants maintained on any
segment are: (i) a sour e always sends data to the original destination endpoint; (ii) a destination endpoint
a knowledges data to the last sour e endpoint.
Note that the s heme exploits routing in the CBN
for eÆ ien y, through an asymmetry in the endpoints
of a split with respe t to an intermediate endpoint. An
endpoint needs to know only the identity of its previous
intermediate endpoint (for routing ACKs to it). As a
sour e, the endpoint does not need to know the identity
of its next intermediate endpoint. It will always send
towards the destination endpoint of the transfer (b
in the previous example). The proto ol an exploit
this asymmetry: if a link fails on the forward path,
an intermediate endpoint an dis over the failure and
trigger a route dis overy towards the destination. No
data is lost (sin e it is bu ered), and ommuni ation
would resume on the new route.
3.2.2

3.3

Fault Toleran e

We an lassify the faults in a CBN into two ategories:
(i) link failures and (ii) node failures.
Link failures in a CBN are equivalent to a route
failure in the underlying network. Sin e the route
dis overy servi e of the CBN an dis over an alternate
path if available, the transport proto ol an use it
to lo ally re over from link failures. Be ause any
intermediate node an assume transport responsibility,
su h failures an a t as triggers for a node at the
\edge" of the failed link to start parti ipating in the
transport proto ol. Su h a node would simply split the
onne tion (bu ering data for the transfer, et .) while
invoking in parallel the CBN route dis overy servi e to
nd a next hop towards the destination.
Node failures present a bigger hallenge for ATP over
a CBN. In the ATP model, we entrust the intermediate
nodes to parti ipate in data transport by splitting
a onne tion. This relaxes the end-to-end semanti s
and relieves the sour e endpoint from error re overy
operations. In the model, we assume that on e an
intermediate node enters the transfer, it ommits itself
to reliably delivering to the next endpoint the data it
has a knowledged to the previous endpoint. However,
this approa h also in reases the probability of data loss
in ase of an intermediate node failure.
To ensure that data is reliably delivered, we suggest
that redundant opies of data be kept in the network.
The number of opies in the network may be hosen
by the appli ation a ording to the network hara teristi s. For example, if an appli ation hooses to
keep k opies of the data in the network, ea h node
releases its data bu ers only when it has re eived k
lo al a knowledgements for the data. While the data
bu ers are released only on re eiving k ACKs, ow
ontrol in the proto ol is still governed by the next
endpoint in the onne tion. At any given time in the
onne tion lifetime, we have at least k opies of the
data bu ered in the network. In ase of a node failure,
one of the k 1 endpoints that are bu ering initiates
a repair of the repli a set.
We outline here a very simple s heme for fault-

Routing Optimization

With dynami splitting, the burden shifts to the registration of the intermediate endpoints, whi h an be an
expensive operation if registration would be advertised
5
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We believe that a transport proto ol for ontent-based
networks should be autonomous, un onstrained by
details of lower-level me hanisms. At the same time, it
should take into a ount and exploit the inherent nature of the CBN ar hite tures for better performan e,
fault toleran e and exibility. We identify the following
key guidelines that we believe the design of a transport
proto ol should take into a ount:
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Tandem repli ation proto ol.



tolerant operation in an ATP based on a tandem repli a
proto ol. We all it a tandem proto ol be ause it
maintains its repli a set on a hain of su essive nodes,
while propagating it forward on the path towards the
destination.
Figure 6 shows an example of its operation, where
the size of the tandem set is k = 2. We omit naming
issues, details of the ow ontrol me hanism, et . A
pa ket is sent on a onne tion from sour e S towards
destination D. Node N1 be omes the tandem head
after it re eives it and sends an ACK ba k to S . Next,
N1 forwards the pa ket to the next hop N2 on the route
to D. Upon re eiving the pa ket, N2 be omes the new
head of the tandem: it a knowledges the pa ket ba k
towards N1 and S , and ontinues moving the tandem
forward by sending the pa ket to the next hop N3 to D.
The sour e S knows that it has to stay in the tandem
as long as it has not re eived k ACKs for the pa ket,
whi h means the tandem has safely moved forward.
When the se ond ACK arrives, S drops its opy of the
pa ket. Note that with respe t to the pa ket (now with
opies on N1 and N2 ) N2 has be ome a new sour e.
The pro ess is repeated, until the tandem head rea hes
D , whi h issues a spe ial ACK to release the tail of the
tandem.
There are many performan e impli ations of maintaining additional opies of data in the network: additional bu er spa e is required at ea h intermediate
endpoint in a onne tion, in reased number of pa kets
in the network, et . A straightforward appli ation
of traditional fault toleran e s hemes in this ontext
may be too expensive. We believe that s hemes for
fault toleran e in ATPs should exploit its lo alized and
autonomous nature along with the relaxed end-to-end
semanti s for better performan e.
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De oupled

spa es.

transport

and

network

name

The endpoint name spa e should be
de oupled from the physi al node name spa e.
The binding between the two is dynami and may
hange during the lifetime of a onne tion.
Flexible endpoint naming s heme.

The endpoint naming s heme is solely managed by the
appli ation. The transport proto ol does not
enfor e a parti ular endpoint naming s heme. The
appli ation is responsible for uniqueness of endpoint identi ers. The CBN must provide a servi e
for registering endpoint names to the proto ol.

Flexible routing and dis overy. There is no
pre-de ned routing infrastru ture or preferred disovery me hanism. Routing an be ontent based,
property based, et . In general, an appli ation an
hoose to implement its own dis overy and routing
me hanisms. The CBN must provide a servi e for
endpoint lo ation and routing.
Handling network instability.

No assumptions
should be made on network stability. The network
an be heterogeneous in terms of volatility. For
example, it may be highly stable is some regions,
while ontaining po kets or zones of high instability. The proto ol must be able to adapt to su h
situations.
Relaxed end-to-end semanti s. The proto ol
should not be on ned to rigid end-to-end semanti s. It should exploit the intermediate nodes'
ability to lo ally parti ipate in proto ol pro essing
by reating intermediate endpoints when ne essary and splitting onne tions. However, it should
be exible enough to fall-ba k to rigid end-to-end
semanti s when needed.

Related Work

Lo alized algorithms (simple lo al node behavior towards a global goal) have been advo ated for sensor
network oordination [10℄. While the nature of the
problem (data transport vs. oordination) is di erent
in our ase and the setup might be di erent in various
types of networks, we believe that this idea re e ts
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a salient feature of networks addressable by ontent.
We believe that data transport proto ols should also
exploit it and depart from the traditional end-to-end
model, using ooperation between in-network nodes
and moving towards lo alized me hanisms.
Re ent work on large networks of embedded systems
has fo used on developing data aggregation and olle tion proto ols [10, 13℄, new naming and addressing
s hemes for sensor networks [9℄, and system ar hite tures for xed-fun tion sensor networks [12℄. In
parti ular [10, 13℄ have argued for attribute-based
(data- entri ) naming and dissemination of data in
sensor networks. Re ently, [6℄ proposed ooperative
omputing as a solution for programming distributed
appli ations in unstable networks with unknown ongurations, using appli ation- ontrolled routing.
A number of systems that use naming by ontent
for lo ation and routing have been designed in the
ontext of peer-to-peer servi es over the Internet [21,
17, 25, 18℄. All these systems use distributed hashing
s hemes over named ontent for ontent lo ation and
build overlays over IP for lo ation and routing. Work
has also been done in the area of non- onventional
s hemes for lo ation and routing based on names in the
Internet [1, 11℄. However, none of the above systems is
on erned with using names to ondu t ommuni ation
between peers.
A sour e of inspiration for this work was our previous
experien e with onne tion migration in a standard
transport proto ol. We have developed Migratory TCP
(M-TCP) [22, 20, 23℄, a reliable, onne tion-oriented
proto ol that enables transparent onne tion endpoint
migration. Maintaining TCP ompatibility while enabling a onne tion endpoint to move transparently to
the other endpoint proved to be a hard problem we had
to solve in M-TCP. This determined us to question the
feasibility of a TCP-like migratory or mobile proto ol
in ontent-based networks.
A vast amount of work has been done in adapting
the TCP to vagaries of wireless links, either in mixed
wireless/wired or in all-wireless networks. Several
feedba k-based approa hes rely on additional support
from intermediate nodes to dis riminate ongestion
from link failure: Expli it Loss Noti ation [4℄, Expli it
Bad State Noti ation [3℄, TCP-F [8℄, TCP-BuS [14℄.
In some ases [14℄, they use ad ho me hanisms for
lo alized route repair (based on augmenting intermediate nodes with limited bu ering fun tions). However,
a sender is still responsible for error re overy as the
main goal is to preserve TCP ompatibility and, with
it, the strong end-to-end semanti s on whi h all TCP
me hanisms are built. None of these s hemes departs
in a signi ant way from the end-to-end model.
Mobile-TCP approa hes adapt TCP's behavior on
the last one-hop wireless link between the mobile host
and a base station onne ted to the wired network.

Snooping proto ols [5℄ monitor TCP traÆ at the base
station, build a hes of una knowledged data, and
perform lo al re overy from wireless losses by link-layer
retransmission. Split- onne tion proto ols [2, 7, 24℄
split the TCP onne tion and handle traÆ on behalf
of the mobile host at the base station, thus breaking
the end-to-end semanti s. While the relaxed semanti s
of a split- onne tion Mobile TCP is an artifa t of
the adaptation solution, our split- onne tion proto ols
are expli itly built on this idea, applied throughout
the network. In our ATP model, onne tions an be
dynami ally split, and a split may not be permanent.
In our proto ol, splitting an be used for more than
just simple proto ol adaptation: link failure re overy,
error ontrol, endpoint mobility, et .

6

Con lusions

We have argued for a new approa h to building autonomous transport proto ols for ontent-based networks. This approa h di ers from urrent transport
proto ols su h as TCP, where endpoints are bound
to host addresses in the network, and the proto ol
enfor es strong end-to-end semanti s. We identify two
key design prin iples for autonomous proto ols: (i) an
endpoint name spa e de oupled from the network host
address spa e and (ii) relaxed end-to-end semanti s,
whi h allows intermediate nodes in the network to be
dynami ally involved in the transport.
We have used these prin iples to des ribe an autonomous transport proto ol with dynami onne tion
splitting for reliable ommuni ation in ontent-based
networks. To our best knowledge, this is the rst
attempt to dis uss transport proto ols in ontentbased networks. The approa h we propose is by no
means nal, as many details were not dis ussed in this
paper. We expe t this paper, however, to hallenge
the urrent view on transport proto ols and generate
further resear h.
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